SOUL TRANSITION TRAINING WORKSHOP

A death passage is a sacred birth celebrated by the soul. For loved ones left behind it begins a process of
grief, but it can also be seen as a celebration of the soul’s emergence to the higher Spiritual World. In the
Western world the focus is on giving enormous amounts of information to prepare for every aspect of life
except the death passage. All ancient cultures had beautiful rituals for assisting loved ones to participate
in their process of spiritual birth.
Soul passage work is the most sacred responsibility a person can assume to assist a loved one’s soul make
the transition to the Spiritual World. There is no specific religious affiliation needed to do this work. Soul
passage work requires an open heart, an internalized belief in the concept of “eternal life”, and the selfconfidence to be available to the Divine Forces guiding one’s work.
In this Training Program participants will learn specific rituals for assisting souls to pass to the Spiritual
World. Protocols will be given for how to do Soul Passage Work in person, and by long distance. Soul
Passage Work for both incoming and outgoing souls will be presented.





Date: Saturday September 16, 2017
Time: 10am to 2:00pm
Cost $70

Instructor: Peig Myota, BSN, MSW, has a background in Nursing, Psychology and is an
Ordained Non-Denominational Minister. She has been doing Soul Passage Work for
over 40 years in hospital, nursing home, hospice and home settings. Peig has also
worked with incoming souls as a Labor and Delivery Nurse. She has personally assisted
the soul passage of both her parents, son, relatives, clients, colleagues and multiple
family members of friends and colleagues.

RSVP with payment due by September 1, 20176 by calling 262-719-0030 or email: pmyota@sbcglobal.net.
WWW.PEIGMYOTA.COM
The Infinity Healing Center, 3305 N. 124 Street, Brookfield, WI 53005

